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QUESTION 1

Kelsey has a LotusScript agent that uses a dialog box to gather information from the user. How should he modify this
agent for use on the Web? 

A. Use a Domino form to capture the information, modify the LotusScript agent to process these fields, and call the
agent from the WebQuerySave event. 

B. Use the LotusScript Evaluate function to call the @WebDialogBox finction. 

C. Rewrite the agent as a JavaScript agent. Use window.prompt to capture the information from the user. 

D. Change the code to @Functions and use the @WebDialogBox function. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Tyrone is working on the branding of the company\\'s Registration application, and he needs to add the company logo to
each form. 

How can he do this and minimize potential future maintenance if the logo changes? 

A. Add the logo from the Resources ?Images area. 

B. Add the logo from the Resources ?Style Sheets area. 

C. Add a computed link to the logo in each form. 

D. Add the logo from the Resources ?Files area. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Danielle is updating the "companyName" field on all documents in a view. The field may include varying text, but the
field always includes the text "Blue Corporation". For example, one of the documents has "Blue Corporation, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of GigantaCorp" as the contents of the companyName field. 

What formula can Danielle include in her agent to change the "Blue Corporation" text in each companyName field to
now be "Green Enterprises". 

A. FIELD companyName := @Set(@Middle(companyName; "Blue Corporation"); "Green Enterprises") 

B. FIELD companyName := @SetString(companyName; "Blue Corporation"; "Green Enterprises") 

C. FIELD companyName := @Replace(companyName; "Blue Corporation"; "Green Enterprises") 

D. FIELD companyName := @ReplaceSubstring(companyName; "Blue Corporation"; "Green Enterprises"); 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

In the Video form, the OrderDate field (which shows when the video can be ordered) is calculated based on the Date
field (which displays the release date). The order date is 30 days prior to the release date. 

Which one of the following formulas will calculate the OrderDate value? 

A. @If(Date != "";Date ?30;@Failure(There is no current release date")) 

B. @Number(date) ?30 

C. @Adjust(Date;0;0;30;0;0;0) 

D. @Adjust(Date;0;0-30;0;0;0) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Anika has been told that users cannot use the embedded view on a form because it is too wide. On Anika\\'s screen
setting for 1920 resolution, the form uses only 25 percent of her screen. 

What can Anika do to allow users to use the full width of their screen, regardless of their resolution, while using an
embedded view? 

A. Anika can set the Form properties to use only 85 percent of the screen width. 

B. Anika can set the Display properties of the embedded view to use only 85 percent of the screen width. 

C. Anika can set the text properties of the form to 85 percent of the screen width. 

D. Anika can set the Display options for the embedded view to "fit to window". 

Correct Answer: B 
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